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TERRORISTIC ACTIVITY

FEIDAY, JUIiY 5, 1974

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee To Investigate the

Administration of the Internal Security Act
and Other Internal Security Laws

of the Committee on the Judiciary,
Washington-, D.G.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:40 a.m., in

room 2300, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Strom Thurmond
presiding. I

;

Also present: J. G. Sourwihe, chief counsel; David Martin, semor
analyst; Alfonso L. Tarabochia, chief investigator; and R. J. Short,
senior investigator.

Senator Thurmond. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you
are to give in this hearing shall be the truth f the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, .so help you God?

Dr. Schwarz. So help me God,

TESTIMONY OF DR. FREDERICK CHARLES SCHWARZ

Mr..SotJEWiNE; Sir, would you give the reporter your full name?
Dr. Schwabz. My full name is Frederick Charles Schwarz.
Mr* Sotjrwine. And are you a long-time student of communism?
Dr. Scbwarz. Yes; I have been studying communism for at least 34

years* I had my first debate with a Communist in the year 1940. My
opponent was Max Julius, a member of the Central Committee- of

the Australian Communist Party. I have debated many Communists
since. Many years ago I issued an open challenge to debate any
Communist- on any aspect of Communist doctrine or practice. I have
studied communism consistently during the past 34 years.

Mr. Sotjkwine. And you have been, over many years, a very active

lecturer on this subject, have you not, and teacher?
Dr. Schwarz. I have been consistently lecturing, writing, teaching,

and debating on the subject of communism. I have served as president

of the Christian Anti-Communism Crusade and as director of numerous
freedom seminars, antisubversive seminars, and anticommunism
schools.
Mr. Sotjkwine. Mr. Chairman, I believe that qualifies Dr. Schwarz

as an expert in this area.
Senator Thurmond. He is an expert on communism.
Mrv Sourwine. We are going to talk to him about that.

Senator Thurmond. That's fine.

(155)
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Dr. Schwarz. I propose to explain the doctrines which transform
normal, decent people into killers such as the members of the Sym-
bionese Liberation Army; to explain why individuals like Willi Wolfe
and Angela Atwood became urban guerrillas.
Senator Thuemond. Now, let me ask you, do you think Patricia

Hearst is a member of that group now?
Dr. Schwarz. I am sure she is now.
Senator Thurmond. Do you think she was when they captured her?
Dr. Schwarz. No.
Senator Thurmond. You don't think so?
Dr. Schwarz. No, and I will tell you why.
Senator Thurmond. I wondered if all that screaming when they

captured her was just put pn; that she had made up her mind her life
was dull ; that she got tired of living with this boy and just wanted to
do something different.

Dr. Schwarz. I don't think so. The Hearst Foundation offered
$4 million to be distributed to people selected by radicals. If Patricia
Hearst had been a member prior to her kidnaping, the logical thing
would have been for her to have returned temporarily while the
money was distributed and to have rejoined the group later. At that
time there were no legal charges against her.
However, I think she may have been conditioned by her education

and associations so that she felt guilty about her family wealth, and
guilty about the privileged position America occupies in the world,
and this may have made her susceptible to the arguments advanced
by members of the Symbionese Liberation Army.

Senator Thurmond. You mean she was brainwashed?
Dr. Schwarz. I don't like to use the term "brainwashed" too loosely.

I believe she was brainwashed after her kidnaping but not before. I
use the term "brainwashing" to indicate an intellectual and emotional
trajisformation which is brought about by the application of the forces
of exhaustion, confusion, physical pain, and emotional tension. These
produce a mental and emotional breakdown characterized by diminu-
tion of physical activity, fragmentation of memory, and deep depres-
sion. Release from pain and depression is obtained by believing the
ideas of those who have administered the torture.

Consider the position of Patricia Hearst. She is suddenly seized and
dragged screaming from her apartment. She watches her lover being
physically attacked and her kidnapers firing guns at random down the
street. She is thrown in the back of a covered van where she is tied up,
blindfolded, and gagged. She, like any normal person, would be terrified.
In acute discomfort and unable to sleep, it would not be long until she
was exhausted and^completely confused. She is constantly bombarded
by the arguments of her captors who are completely convinced of their
truth and who are prepared to die for what they believe. She knows
that her death is probable and imminent, and she longs to live. A state
of moral and emotional disorientation soon develops which is brought
about by physical and mental exhaustion combined with pain and fear,
and it is characterized by a deep and unbearable depression.

There is only one pathway to deliverance from her intolerable situa-
tion—that is complete intellectual and emotional surrender. She ac-
cepts the arguments as they have been presented to her. She renounces
her former associations and standards, and lavishes love and affection
upon her captors. She has become a new creature—born again.
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Nothing less would solve her problem. Defiance would mean death.
Pretending to join them would not relieve the unbearable mental and
emotional anguish she was experiencing.
In this manner she was converted and became a genuine member of

the Symbionese Liberation Army;. It's typical of new converts that
they are very enthusiastic so she is probably an enthusiastic member
also.

Senator Thurmond. The leader of the crowd was killed, wasn't he?
Dr. Schwarz. It's doubtful that he was the real leader. In all proba-

bility the real leader was Bill Harris. The Symbionese Liberation
Army followed the customary pattern of revolutionary movements* It

was originated by intellectuals, and it endeavored to recruit activists

into its service.
University students are relatively easily recruited into the revolu-

tionary cause. However, they lack something as revolutionary activists.

Their training has not conditioned them to kill and they tend to stop
short of the act of wanton killing.

Consider the Weathermen. Their rhetoric is extreme and they have
engaged in numerous bombings. However, they usually make a phone
call* and" give warning "before the bonib explodes so that the number of

deaths has been minimal. It is-easier to find conditioned killers arrjong

the inhabitants of the prisons and among the returned veterans. The
revolutionary intellectuals went into the prisons to recruit their killers*

The courts helped them by opening the prison
- doors to revolutionary

literature and organizers. In prison they found Donald DeFreeze and
presented him as the field marshal. <

The Symbionese Liberation Army emerged from the radical mover
merit of northern California. Many organizations in that area talked

violence. Some individuals grew impatient because deeds did not
match rhetoric. The Symbionese Liberation Army was a group that

tried to make their deeds match their rhetoric.

Senator Thurmond. How many people do you think they have uqw?
Dr. Schwarz. I don't- know the actual number, but I think- it is

small. One of the concepts of urban guerrilla warfare is to keep orga-

nizations-small and independent so that when' the members of one
organization are captured, they cannot inform on other organizations

because they do not have knowledge concerning them. There are

probably a considerable number of individuals who have had contact

with members of the Symbionese Liberation Army and who are sympa-
thetic to it but who did not actually become members.

Senator Thurmond. It's a wonder some of them didn't squeal on
them.

H

Dr. Schwarz. Some of those who have had contacts have mtormed
the authorities of what they kitow but their knowledge is limited.

Senator Thurmond. Oh, they have?
m #

Dr. Schwarz. I cannot prove this but I believe that-as we are sitting

here, there -are at least 100 meetings in progress discussing how pro-

grams similar to those of the Symbionese Liberation Army can be
carried out. These meetings would be held in homes, in college dormi-

tories, in communes, in ghettos, and in all sorts of unlikely places.

Those present at the meetings would be professed revolutionaries be-

cause of their belief that the United States is imperialistic, and they

would be excited and inspired by the courageous example of the mem-
bers of the Symbionese Liberation Army but would have no direct
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links with it. The news media would be the vehicle' through which they
learned of the heroic deeds and thus the news media serves as the
revolutionary recruiting mechanism* Violent revolutionary acts which
are publicized by the news media are known as the propaganda of
the deed.
The news media is cooperating magnificently. Bill Harris, Emily

Harris, and Patricia Hearst produced a tape recording for propaganda
purposes and sent it to Radio Station KPFK in Los Angeles- Within
a few minutes it was broadcast across the Nation. The objective is to
use the institutions of a free society to destroy freedom. The courts
are^ used to open the doors so that prisoners can be recruited into revo~»
lutionary armies and the news media are used to publicize the deeds
of one organization so that hundreds of similar organizations may
be formed.

Senator Thurmond. Well, now, these groups are-not connected, they
don't know they exist.

w

Dr. Schwarz. No; usually they don't even know of the existence of
other organizations.

Senator Thurmond, But it does inspire revolutions. Let me ask you
this, now, Do you think the Communists are behind this in any way, or
is it just the revolutionary nature in mankind that wants to do this?

Dr. Schwarz. The Communists provide the doctrine, many of the
techniques of organization, and hope to-be the final benefactors. Most,
if not all, of the revolutionaries claim to be anti-imperialists. They
are recruited by a doctrine which was first clearly expressed by Lenin
in his book "Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism." This
doctrine teaches them that the United States is an armed thief rob-
bing and murdering the people in the poor countries of. the^world. Once
they are convinced this is true, they believe that their duty is to
destroy the United States. The doctrines that recruit them are pri-
marily Communist doctrines.

Senator Thurmond. Do you think these leaders are connected with
Communist leaders, or do you think they are just going on their own
to be revolutionary?
Dr. Schwarz. Probably there are Communists among the urban

guerrillas but many of them would deny that they are members of any
Communist Party. Traditionally, communism teaches that the work-
ing class is essentially revolutionary and that the task of overthrowing
capitalism will be achieved by a mass revolution led by the working
class. The official Communist Parties still teach this. Numerous im-
patient revolutionaries have become disillusioned with the working
class in the United States. They claim the workers have been bribed
with the profits^ of imperialism so that they are no longer revolutionary.
Since the working class will not rise in revolution, some other method
must be found to destroy imperialist society.

Before the mass of the people will revolt, they must develop a
revolutionary consciousness. The working class is not developing this
consciousness in the present conditions that prevail. In order to
develop this consciousness, they must experience oppression in a very
real way. In a democratic society, the oppression is real but concealed
so that the workers are unaware of it. Therefore, the democratic
society must be destroyed and replaced by an authoritarian society
which will make the people conscious of oppression. If sufficient urban
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Senator Thurmond. Go ahead.
Dr. Schwarz. Lenin had made a thorough study of the conditionsthat make revolution possible. He said tfiat three conditions we?Inecessary: (1) Mass discontent; (2) An organized, disciplined partyto organize the revolution; and (3) A crisis within the existing govern-ment. When these three conditions exist simultaneously, a revolution-

ar3r situation exists.

.
Some modern Leninists believe that an authoritarian government

is a necessary stepping stone to the Communist revolution Whensuch a government is formed, it robs the people of their personal
liberty and generates discontent. Almost inevitably, quarrels between
the leaders develop. In these conditions a great opportunity is pre-sented to the organized Communist party which has been preparing
to promote revolution. *=

Senator Thurmond. What do you think is the greatest threat to
this country today?
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The doctrine of imperialism is the most powerful force to recruit
college students and^ graduates into the revolutionary ranks* The
doctrine of imperialism is the ideological serum which transforms the
gentle, courteous, humane student,DrJekyfl,into the malevolent and
homicidal revolutionary, Mr. Hyde.
The principal source* for the doctrine of imperialism is ^Imperialism,

the Highest Stage of Capitalism/ ' by Lenin. This book is presently, I
believe, the world's most influential book- It is creating revolutionary
enemies of the United States all around the world. The doctrine of
imperialism may be summarized somewhat inadequately as follows:

^
Capitalism is a diseased social system. The germ that causes the

disease is profit .which Karl Marx called the surplus value of labor.
Profit accumulates and becomes capital. Accumulated capital is owned
by progressively fewer people so that it becomes monopoly capital-
Monopoly capital finally becomes finance capital which is owned by
banks and utilized by industries.

Finance capital is the indicted agent of imperialist theft. In order
to invest finance capital profitably, a proportion of it is exported to
underdeveloped countries where it pays.the workers starvation wages,
extracts agricultural and mineral wealth and transports them as raw
materials to the mother country, primarily the United States. In the
mother country, these raw materials are processed and transformed
into industrial commodities which are sold ,at an enormous profit. It
is not unusual for the finished product to be sold back to the country
from which the raw materials were extracted. By this process, the
industrially^ advanced or mother country rdbs the underdeveloped'
country of its wealth. It follows that the investment of foreign cap-
ital in an underdeveloped country is a technique of theft and
impoverishment.
A portion of the enormous profits of imperialism is distributed to

the workers in the mother country thus grafting them a standard of
living much higher than that of workers in t&e rest of the world. This
transforms them into a workers aristocracy and hinders the formation
of their revolutionary consciousness.
Investments in underdeveloped countries must be protected* This

is the role of diplomacy, foreign policy, and, in the last resort, military
force. This accounts for the numerous military bases the United States
maintains throughout the world. It also accounts for most of the wars
in which the United States has been involved.
Thus the doctrine of imperialism teaches that prosperity in the

United States is the result of theft and murder carried out in the
undex'developed countries of the world. One example of the influence
this doctrine exerts is provided by the Weathermenwho became urban
guerrillas engaged in violent activities such as bombing and arson.
They originated in America's leading universities such as Harvard,
Columbia, Michigan, and California at Berkeley. Most of those who
joined the Weathermen had been outstanding students and came from
very wealthy homes. In the basic Weatherman document, "You
Don't Need a Weatherman to Show Which Way the Wind Blows,"
their acceptance of the doctrine of imperialism is expressed in these
words

:

We are within the heartland of a worldwide monster, a country so rich from
its worldwide plunder that even the crumbs doled out to the enslaved masses
within its borders provide for material existence very much above the conditions
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of the masses of people of the world. The ITS empire, as a worldwide system,
channels wealth, based upon the labor and resources of the rest of the world,
into the United States. The relative affluence existing in the United States is

directly dependent upon the labor and natural resources of the Vietnamese, the
Angolans, the Bolivians and the rest of the peoples of the Third World. All of
the United Airlines Astrojets, all of the Holiday Inns, all of Hertz's automobiles,
your television set, car and wardrobe already belong, to a large degree to the
people of the rest of the world*

Those who became Weathermen believed this so sincerely that they
became articulate and active enemies -of their own country and dedi-
cated their lives to the violent overthrow of the capitalist system*
They felt they must engage in criminal activity.
To many American citizens this Weatherman statement appears

ridiculous. Unfortuiiately, it does not appear ridiculous to many
university students. Recently I traveled by bus from New York to
Philadelphia. A student from the University of Pennsylvania sat
beside me. We discussed revolutionary activity on the university
campus, and he gave no indication of being a radical. However, I
quoted the above Weatherman description of the United States of

America and, his reply startled me: "What's wrong with that?"
The mighty propaganda apparatus-of the world Communist move-

ment focuses upon the teaching of the doctrine of imperialism. Unfor-
tunately most of their accusations are not answered in the classroom.
Here is the May 1974, edition of the World Marxist Review which

is classified as the "theoretical and infpimation journal of Communist
and Worker's Parties;" It expresses the doctrines of the Communist
parties of the world which support the.Soviet Union and is published
in the following.languages: Arabic, Bulgarian, Czech, Danish, Pinnish,
French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Mongolian^
Norwegian, Persian, Portuguese, Rumanian, Russian, Singhalese,
Spanish, Swedish, Turkish, and Vietnamese.
A major article in this edition is entitled "Indictment of Imperial-

ism," The opening statement is, "The crimes of imperialism are

growing and so is the bill presented to it by the peoples of the world/'
The article then proceeds to list the alleged crimes of imperialism
and covers 20 pages in so doing. The influence of unanswered charges
such as these upon susceptible student minds can't be exaggerated.
When an idealistic 20-year-old student is convinced that his native

country is the enemy of the people of the World and the ^>rimaxv
cause of poverty, oppression, and war, he feels a responsibility V&
destroy the system which prevails. At this point certain options ar6
open to him.
One option is to join one of the orthodox Communist parties which

are functioning within the United States. These parties affirm the
doctrine of imperialism and teach that world peace and prosperity
can be achieved only through the revolutionary overthrow of capital-

ism within America. The members of these parties ate disciplined

and are required to study. Their work to promote revolution is under
the direction of senior Communists. These believe revolution must
come through the activities of masses of people and not through
individual terrorism. These parties include the Communist Party,
U.S.A., which supports the Soviet Union, the Socialist Worker's
Party which is the Trotskyist Communist Party, the Progressive
Labor Party which is independent, and a host of smaller groups
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such as the Revolutionary Union which supports the Chinese Com-
munists and the policies of Mao Tse-tung.A second option is to join one of the groups which follow the teaching
of men such as Herbert Marcuse. Marcuse teaches that the American
state, which he calls the welfare through warfare state, can be over-
thrown by adopting a new attitude toward the human body. The body
shoukL be treated as an instrument of pleasure rather than labor.
Anything unpleasant should be renounced while anything pleasurable
should be indulged. If this principle is followed, the work ethic is
scorned and a major portion of time is spent in sexual and other
indulgences. This results in society being deenergized and weakened.
The family and political institutions degenerate so that the state
cannot withstand the encircling Communist might.
The name I have selected for this teaching is political sensualism.

Groups practicing it include undisciplined groups such as the yippies,
zippies, and a considerable number of the hippies.
The third option is urban guerrilla warfare. This concentrates on

immediate courageous, desperate action and appeals to certain
impatient youth who desire activity, excitement, and immediate
results.
A national organization to promote urban guerrilla warfare may be

formed but this is unnecessary. A few people can form an urban
guerrilla unit and operate independently. They are linked to other
groups ideologically but not organizationally. They follow the general
principles of urban guerrilla warfare such as those laid down in the
Minimanual of the Urban Guerrilla but they do not report to anv
central authority. When such a unit is formed from a group of per-
sonal friends, it is very difficult for the authorities to infiltrate it.
If the members of such ta group are captured, they are unable to
inform on anyone outside their own group. -If one unit is destroyed,
the publicity given to the destruction may stimulate the birth of
numerous similar units.

?EOGEAM

The program of the urban guerrillas consists of (1) murder, (2)
kidnaping, (3) bombing, (4) arson, (5)* bank robbery. Their program
is, of course, not limited to these activities but usually includes them.

1. Murder. The murder or assassination may be either discriminate
or indiscriminate. Selective individuals may be killed for a variety
of reasons. A. leader of the government or police force may be killed
to set an example and to terrorize the opposition. If the individual is
selected carefully, this may gain the support of the groups which
hate him. Killing thus becomes a recruiting mechanism. It can also
be used as punishment for those who desert the organization or
oppose the leadership.

Indiscriminate killing tends to terrorize the general population and
create demands for more effective police power to establish law and
order. If the community becomes sufficiently terrorized, itmay demand
punitive action which shortcuts the due process of law. This is a step
toward the creation of a police state.

2. Kidnaping. Kidnaping may be used in order to obtain large
sums for ransom or it may be used to secure new recruits. While the
kidnaping of Patricia Hearst does not appear to have been designed
for the purpose of securing a new recruit, this was the ultimate result.
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Various urban guerrilla organizations in South. America have used the
tactic of kidnaping for ransom very effectively. American corporations
have paid enormous ransoms to secure the release of kidnaped
executive personnel.

3. Bombing. The bombingmay be directed against property, people,
or both. Weathermen selected the various properties of the Bank of
America as a primary target for their bombing* They did this to em-
phasize the role finance capital,, which is owned by banks, plays in the
alleged exploitation and pauperization of the underdeveloped countries
of the world. This bombing was designed to harass the enemy and to
make a doctrinal point rather than to kill.

4. Arson. The property of the capitalist enemy is vulnerable and
arson is one of the most effective ways to destroy it. It is one of the
crimes most difficult to prevent and it is also difficult to capture and
punish the arsonists.

5. Bank Robbery. Even dedicated revolutionaries require food,
clothing, and transportation ; and this requires money. When they are
cut off from their families and other legitimate sources of income, the
robbery of banks is one method bywhich funds can be secured. Accord-
ing to their revolutioilarjrmoral code, robbing banks is virtuous.

vVThien these programs are carried out, they generate great publicity
and every attempt is made to publicize the ideas, doctrines, and ob-
jectives of the perpetrators. Those who sympathize with the doctrines
and objectives of the guerrilla's, classify their actions as political protest
rather than criminal conduct. If the guerrillas are caught, tried, and
imprisoned, they are frequently classified as political prisoners rather
than criminals.
This type of violent activity makes a strong impression on the public

mind and is called armed propaganda. Such activity breeds new similar
activity.
Mr. Soijrwine. If I may interrupt, sir, do you think it would be

useful at this point to put into the record the 14 action models, to use
his words, which Marighella set the urban guerrillas to carry out?

Dr. Schwarz. I think that would be excellent. The 14 action models
are:

(a) Assaults.
(b) Raids and penetrations.
(c) Occupations.
(d) Ambush.
(e) Street tactics.
(f) Strikes and work interruptions.
(g) Desertions, diversions, seizures, expropriations of arms, ammunition,

explosives.
(h) Liberation of prisoners.
(i) Executions*
(j) Kidnapings.
(k) Sabotage.
(1) Terrorism.
(m) Armed propaganda,
(n) War of nerves.

THE OBJECTIVE

Most of these small urban guerrilla organizations do not believe
that they are powerful enough to destroy the capitalist state and create
a socialist state. However, they do believe that together they can
create such chaos and fear that the continuation of a democratic
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society- will be impossible. Their immediate objective is the destruc-
tion of democratic free society. Any authoritarian society is preferable
including military and fascist dictatorships. The people must be made
aware of their oppression. Their theoreticians affirm that the people
are oppressed in a democratic society but for some peculiar reasons
they are unaware of their oppression. The majority are convinced
that they can improve their economic and social well-being and pro-
gressively eliininate injustice and poverty through the democratic
system with its general elections and due process of law. As a result
of this, the people do hot acquire a revolutionary consciousness and
do not become revolutionaries.
A number of reasons are given to rationalize the failure of the

workers to become revolutionaries. One of these is that the workers
have been bribed by the profits of imperialism and another is that their
consciousness has been changed in the wrong direction by the products
of the consumer society. Workers have become so attached! to their
automobile's, refrigerators, washing machines, color- television, and
the ownership of their own homes that they have developed a vested
mterest in the maintenance of the corrupt system and. have become
conservative;
Summarized, the argument goes something like this: A revolution

is imperative to destroy the welfare through warfare state.
There can he no successful revolution without a large number of

people developing a revolutionary consciousness.A democratic fi-'ee society inhibits the development of a revolu-
tionary consciousness.
The democratic society must be destroyed and replaced by an

authoritarian society*
Once an authoritarian society is established, people become aware

of their oppression* Ifreedom is like,breath.. While you have it, you
are usually unconscious of it. Once you lack it, the hunger for it
becomes aJl~consuming. Once the people feel the oppression of author-
ity on their own flesh, they will generate a revolutionary conscious-
ness.
Most authoritarian societies have a limited life expectancy. Sooner

or later the ruling group loses its cohesion and quarrels ,break out
among the leaders. At this point, the institutions of authority become
paralyzed and revolution becomes possible.

If the revolution is to prove successful, it requires leadership. This
presents the Communist party with an historic opportunity.
Communist parties can function and live underground and retain

remarkable vitality and strength. This is not true of democratic
parties. Their members are accustomed to obeying the "law and are
not skilled in the techniques of secrecy and deception essential for
underground operation. Consequently democratic parties disinte-
grate and die in a dictatorial regime.
When revolution breaks out, Communist parties have individuals

ready to assume the leadership role. Their organization remains
intact. Overnight, Communist magazines and newspapers appear as if
by magic. Individuals suddenly announce their membership in the
Communist party and assume leadership roles. They attempt to influ-
ence and control labor organizations, women's organizations, youth
organizations, and cultural groups. Sometimes they succeed. The
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preseftt situation in Portugal provides &,n example. Thus the objective

of the urban guerrilla warrior is the destruction of democratic free

society. ~

This was explained by Ted Gold, one of the leaders of the Weather-,
men, in their general conference* He said, "Well, if it will take fascism,

we'll have to have fascism." (Guardian, January 10, 1970.).

ASSISTING FORCES

The students who become urban guerrillas are aware of their limi-

tations and realize they must have the assistance*of individuals,-groups

^

and institutions within our free society if they are to succeed in- their

objective of destroying free*society. One problem is that urban guer-
rillas should be able to kill without inhibitions and their background
and past experiences have not prepared students adequately, for this

role. Typical college students have not been trained for killing and
retain inhibitions against the taking of human life. This limitation ha£
apparently handicapped the Weamermen sb that their activities do
not fully match their rhetoric, Foi: example, Bernardino Dohm,;one
of- %he Weatherman leaders, eulogized the Manson* gang who killed

Sharon Tate and many others and presented them as models to be
emulated. Her precise,words >\rere: "I>ig it, first they killed those pigs,

then they ate dinner in the same room with them, they even shoved
a fork into a victim's stomach! Wild!" (Guardian, January 10, 1970;)
However, in practice, the Weathermen do not appear to"have been

able to match the indifference to human lif6 of those they praised.

They seemed to have tailed almost as many of themselyes as of those
.whom they consider the imperialist enemy. They have planted hun-
dreds Qf bombs but their Gustoinhas been to call the authorities and
give adequate warning time so that easualites have been minimal.
The best, places to seek -psychologically conditioned killers is among

the inhabitants of the prisons and among the returned vfeterans. Many
of the prisoners have already killed and Iheir environment has made
them callous towards taking hyman life. The same thing applies to

certain' veterans* if such conditioned killers can be jecruited into the
revolutionary ranks of the urban guerrillas, they will not hesitate, to

shed blood, innocent or otherwise.
. The role of the prisoners as the* military arm of the revolution was

expressed by the convict, George Jackson, who was -killed on August
21, 1971, while trying to escape from San Quentin prison. In an inter-

view published in the "Black Panther" of August 29, 1971,, George
Jackson said:

I'll reiterate that I feel that the building of revolutionary consciousness of the
prisoner class is paramount in the overall development of a'hard left revolutionary
cadre. Of course, the revolution has to be carried by the masses. But we need a
cadre; we need a bodyguard; a political worker needa a bodyguard. We see our^
selves as performing that function. The terms of existence here in the joint con-
ditions the brothers for that type of work. Although I have become jnore
political recently, from listening to Comrade * Newton, and from reading the
Party paper, I've gained a clearer understanding of the tie-in between political

and military activities, I still see my function as military.

Realizing the potential that exists in the prisons, the revolutionaries
have teen seeking to recruit prisoners into theit ranlgs. Their task has
been made much easier by court decisions. The courts have ruled that
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the prisoners are entitled to receive Marxist and. other revolutionary
literature. Consequently, such literature is circulating widely in the
prisons. Letters from prisoners are frequently published in revolu-
tionary periodicals such as the Daily World, the Guardian, and the
Militant. Revolutionary organizations are flourishing within the
prisons.

Personal recruitment takes place as the.revolutionaries gain access
to the prisoners. Some of the revolutionaries operate as lawyers and
others as cultural and rehabilitative workers.
The founders of the Symbionese Liberation Army made a special

effort_tp recruit prisoners. They had some success. Their field marshal,
.Donald DeFreeze, who called himself Cinque, was recruited while he
was a prisoner and he later escaped. There were a number, of other
black prisoners who were apparently attracted to the Symbionese
liberation Army and there was a temporary impression that their role
in that army was greater than it was. However, Cinque appears to
u&YP been the only permanent black member, and he was killed alpng
with five white members who; were originally students. •

The doctrine of imperialism depicts the colored races as.the primary
victims of American capitalism. This is extended to include the
minorities within the United States, particularly the black minority.
They are regarded as the natural enemies of the jJ.S. Government
and the attemptis made to harness their anger and use if formurderous
acts.
The Symbionese Iiberatiqn Army also recruited from the returned

veterans. The first public act of the Symbionese liberation Army was
to assassinate Marcus Foster, the black superintendent of schools of
Oakland, Calif*, with cyanide-impregnated bullets. Two men have
been arrested

. and charged with this murder. Both are returned
veterans and were formerly members of the organization known as
"Vietnamese Veterans Against the War."
A deliberate attempt is being,made to recruit prisoners and veterans

as soldiers in the urban guerrilla army.
Mr. SomtwiNE. Doctor, may I intrude? I wanted to ask you if you

are taking issue with Marighella's statement about the suitability of
students for guerrilla warfare. Let me read a brief paragraph:

Students are being noted for being politically crude and coarse, and thus they
break air the taboos. When they are integrated into urban guerrilla warfare as isnow occurring on a wide scale, they show a special talent for revolutionary vio-
lence, and soon acquire a high level of political, technical, military skill. Students
have plenty of free time on their hands; and because they are systematically
separated, suspended.and expelled from schools bythe dictatorship, and so they
begin to spend their time advantageously in behalf of revolution.

Dr. Schwarz. I would agree with that statement in general terms.
However, in the United States, the students have been very effective
as revolutionary agitators but not so effective as revolutionary killers.
Others adapt more easily to that role, and the student leaders seem
to be aware of this and seek to recruit them. The revolutionary
doctrines to which these students give their allegiance also teach them
that they must recruit from the revolutionary masses.
The Symbionese liberation Army is the most ruthless and brutal

organization that has yet made its appearance on the American
scene. Their deeds have matched or surpassed their words.
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The name "Symbionese" is an adaptation of the word "symbiosis.'*

Symbiosis describes, two organisms living together in.mutual benefit*
They formed the. army as a symbiosis of students* criminals, and
returned veterans. There were, haweyer, other aspects to this sym-
biosis. It also* applied to different racial groups living together in
cooperative harmony.
To return to the question of students and violence: In Palo Alto,

Calif,, an organization, was formed callejl Yenceremos, and it professed
dedication to the use of violence to destroy .the American economic
Mid social systems. Members wuhi engage in certain violent acts.
However, Venceremos brpljie up because spme members believed that
it was not living up to its words. There was too much talk and too
little action. Some of the members, who desired nlore violence,
graduated into the ranks of the Sym&ionese Liberation Army where
there was violence aplenty.
The results obtained from court decisions and legislative acts do

not always coincide with the crashes, of those who initiate the court
actiqns or promote the legislation. To increase civil liberties for all
American citizens is a most desirable goal. To increase civil liberties
of the prisonersin i;he jail's seems a worthjrparfr of this goal; To grgnt

prisoners access to literature and to open the prison doors to
religiQiis and cultural rehabilitative workers seems an advance fop the
cause of civil liberties.
When this results, however, in the recruitment of violent revolution-

aries who engage in murder, Jadnaping^ arson, bombing and bank
robbery in order to destroy the democratic society, there is an alining
diminution in civil liberties! Marcus Foster lost all his civil liberties
very suddenly. This is a dilemma which civil liberty groups and courts
should k:eep in mind.
Mr. Sotjrwinb. Isn't it true, from a strategic standpoint, that the

Communists, themselves and most of the grqups, including terrorist
groups, that follow this line of destroying imperialism actually move
alpng three,separate lines:

1 . To weaken, discredit and- destroy the government itself as such.
* 2. To change, weaken and destroy the political system, democracy

and all that goes with it; and
3. To weaken and destroy the economic system?
.Dr. Schwarz. Yes.
Mr. Sotjrwinb. Not only in this country, but in every country they

attack?
Dr. Sghwakz. As a general principle that is right* However, the

Communists design programs in each country hi the light of conditions,
that prevail in that country. They have great flexibility and in order to
recruit supporters, they identify themselves witk causes* winch liave
many supporters. Their program is expressed by the formula, "Find
out what people want, promise it to them, go to work to get it for them
so that you can come to power over them." The mainstreaih Com-
munists are very patient.
'The urban guerrillas can be regarded as a Communist fringe .group

or sect. They combine many of the doctrines of communism with some
of the practices of anarchism. They don't give priority to study, or-
ganization, discipline and mass action. They take it for granted that
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the American ^economic, political, and governmental systems are ut-
terly evil and that any means to destroy them is legitimate. They
engage in, armed propaganda br the propaganda of the deed. They
depend upon the news media to publicize their deeds and win recruits
for their cause. The success of their program rests upon the coopera-
tion given by the news media* To date the revolutionaries have no
cause for complaint*
Freud teaches that every human being is the possessor <?f aggressive

tendencies derived -from the death instinct* In some individuals this*

tendency to aggression is dominant. Such individuals will become ex-
cited by the press accounts of the brutal acts of the revolutionaries and
will be -recruited for the cause. To the urban guerrilla, the violent deed
is a recruiting act.

I believe a little history may be appropriate at this point. The role
of violence has been a subject of intense discussion since Karl Marx
made his statement that ' 'force is the midwife to deliver the infant
socialism from the womb of an aging and decaying capitalism."
There Has been general agreement about the need and virtue of

violence but considerable disagreement concerning the type of violence
that should be used. The officiarCommunist line, on violence was given
by Lenin. He stated that when a revolution was not imminent nor in
progress* violence should be limited to the actions*of a mass of people-
He -taught that individual terroristic acts were

^
counterproductive*

The main task of the Communist was to organize and agitate the
masses. If the Communist engaged in acts of violence which compelled
him to hide underground^ from the police, he severed his links with the
masses. For this reason, individual terrorism was, in general,
condemned.
From this,*it would appear that the urban guerrillas are in conflict

with the teaching of Lenin. Nevertheless, many of them* cl$im to be
Marast-Lemaists. How-do they justify their apparent departure from
Lenin?
They have little difficulty. They say that one of the basic tenets of

Leninism is that techniques must change when conditions change. The
teachings of Lenin were appropriate for the conditions that prevailed
in his day.

•Despite this, during his lifetime, Lenin organized and approved
many acts of individual violence* For example, he organised violent
bank robberies which were carried out by the Bolsheviks in Caucasia
under the direction of Stalin.
The urban guerrillas claim that if Lenin were alive today, his attitude

toward violence wpuld change completely. In his day, if a public
leader were assassinated, the only people who knew about it im-
mediately were those close at hand. The news took weeks and even
months to reach the entire nation.
Toddy, with ifadio, television, and wire services, an act is known all

around the world within minutes. Millions of people actually watched
the conflict between the members of the Symbionese Liberation Army
and the police while it was taking place. I listened to it on radio from
its inception find watched it on television during most of the action.
Due to these changed circumstances, the propaganda of the deed

is l;600 times as effective as it was in Lenin's day. Such revolutionary
violence can therefore be considered Leninist*
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If one group is wiped out, the record of their deeds lives on so the
members of the group can continue to recruit revolutionaries even
after their death. There is little comfort to be derived from the fact
that the Symbionese Liberation Army was almost wiped out during
the shootout with, the Los Angeles police. I cannot prove it, but I- am
convinced that the day after that debacle, at least 100 meetings- took
place during which .potential urban guerrillas discussed how they could
conduct programs similar to those of the SLA. These meetings were
probably held in a variety of. environments such as college dormitories,
ghetto apartiHents, commutes, and even penthouses.
Many, if not most, of these meetings will not lead to overt acts, but

sometimes -they do. As long as there are susceptible youth poisoned
by the doctrine of imperialism so that they believe the American
system must be overthrown; as long as there are angry, aggressive
personalities whiph can be stimulated by reports of violent deeds ; and
as long as there are radio, television, and newspaper reporters willing
to glamorize the participants in revolutionary violence, new urban
guerrilla movements will continue to be born.

I am stressing, but not overstressing, the role played by the news
media. Somewhere a balance must lie struck between tjie virtue .

pf

providing information and the vice of revolutionary recruitment. This
involves both the manner and the timing of the presentation of the
news. The revolutionaries do not own the news media, but they act as

though they did. They prepare and record ori tape speeches with the
full confidence that they will be broadcast as soon as they are received
by the selected radio station. For example, when the surviving members
of the SLA—Bill Harris, Emily Harris, and Patricia Hearst—pro-
duced a war communique and sent it to radio station KlpFEZ, it was
broadcast, obscenity and; all, within minutes of its reception

.

Thus, among the groups and forces assisting the urban guerrillas,

we must include:
1 . Portions and policies of the news media.
2. Certain court decisions.
3. Some civil libertarian individuals and organizations*
4. Teachers of the doctrine of imperialism.

PROSPECTS OF SUCCESS

The urban guerrillas are not tilting at windmills. They have definite

prospects of success in their war to. destroy democratic society. If

confronted with the choice between security and liberty, it is probable
that a majority of people will choose security even if this means the
surrender of cherished democratic liberties.

Recently in the San Francisco Bay area there were numerous random
and apparently motiveless murders of white people by young blacks.

Many people were afraid to walk the streets and there was a public-

demand that strong actipn should be taken.
Although San Francisco is one of the most liberal cities in the United

States, an official policy was formulated to stop, question, and search
every black man on the street who fitted the profile of the killers. Civil-

libertarians protested that this was an infringement of the civil

liberties of many innocent people as indeed it was.
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The program to stop, question and search was discontinued, partially
because of the protests, but also because the police believed they had
discovered the perpetrators of the murders and their motives. If the
killings had continued and increased and the police had not been able
to stop the murders by normal methods, it is probable that drastic
action would have been demanded and taken.
When people fear for their lives, there is a spontaneous demand for

a strong leader and a real threat to the continuance of democracy.
The urban guerrillas of Uruguay, the Tupamaros, were unable to
conquer that country but they successfully destroyed democracy. Only
recently, Uruguay was known as the democratic jewel of Latin
America. The people enjoyed the freedoms of democracy and the
benefits of a welfare state. A M!arxist-Leninist urban guerrilla move-
ment, known as the Tupamaros, was formed and it commenced an
efficient program of kidnaping, assassination, bank robbery, arson, and
bombing. Their activities inspired the Weathermen in the United
States.^ The democratic government proved unable to prevent the
activities of these urban guerrillas. In the crisis thus created by the
Tupamaros, the military seized power. The new rulers dealt success-
fully with the Tupamaros but they also abolished the free operation of
the institutions through which personal liberty is expressed. Political
parties and trade unions are restricted and the military rules.
To this extent the Tupamaros have been successful. This is the

scenario proposed for the United States.

PREVENTIVE ACTION

A number of steps can be legitimately taken to prevent both the
recruitment and the functioning of urban guerrillas:

1. The falsity of the doctrine of imperialism should be exposed: This
can be done either by a thorough examination of the argument as it is
presented by Lenin or by drawing attention to the prevalent, facts in
the international realm which contradict the conclusions of the
doctrine.
The essence of the doctrine of imperialism is that the investment of

capital in an underdeveloped country is a technique of theft which
impoverishes the .country in which the investment is made.

This conclusion is reached theoretically by concentrating on the
things that are extracted from a country through foreign investment
and ignoring the things that are added. Foreign investment often
increases the real wealth of a country by providing homes, transporta-
tion, skilled personnel and money through taxation for education,
medical care, et cetera. The numerous advantages that can and often
do accompany the investment of foreign capital must be balanced
against the^ resources that are removed.

Foreign investment is like fire. It can be destructive or it can be
immensely creative. By concentrating solely upon the havoc and
destruction that fire has caused through the ages, an argument could
be developed that fire is the great enemy of human well-being. How-
ever, controlled fire has added immensely to human comfort and well
being.
The wealth of the Arab oil-producing states is a definitive answer to

the doctrine of imperialism. The development of their oil industries
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has been due to foreigii investment through which the oil was dis-
covered, the wells were drilled, the pipelines constructed, the refineries
built* If the doctrine of imperialism were true, the states in which
these investments were made should be impoverished. The truth is
that they are incredibly wealthy.
The doctrine of imperialism presents false conclusions which are

reached by selecting certain facts and building a logical system upon
them while other facts are ignored. It is the perversion of the half-
truth.
However, it is often presented in a logical and appealing package

and convinces students who have limited experience, logical minds,
and a resentment because poverty and injustice are allowed to con-
tinue to exist in the world.
The doctrine^ of imperialism can and should be demolished in-

tellectually. This would eliminate genuine idealists from the revo-
lutionary ranks.

2. Laws must be written which are adequate to prevent violent
revolutionary activity: Freedom can only exist in a society of laws.
Everjr law restricts a freedom. Thus we have the paradox that the
restraint of freedom inessential to the life of freedom.

This paradox is caused by the fact that in society freedoms conflict.
The exercise of freedom by one individual to smoke often denies
other people the freedom to breathe air uncontaminated by carcino-
genic toxins. It is only recently that this conflict of freedoms has been
acknowledged and laws have been written to deny individuals the
freedom to smoke in certain places For example, on aircraft an area is

set aside where smoking is prohibited.
The hope is that the limitation of certain freedoms will result in the

maximization of freedom for all.

The objective of legislation is not to grant unfettered freedom, but
to maximize general freedom.
The activity of urban guerrillas threatens to destroy the liberty

of all. It is legitimate that laws should be written to minimize the
possibility of recruitment in prisons, et cetera. Is it impossible to
design laws which will prevent revolutionary literature and agitators
•from recruiting prisoners as soldiers in the army of destruction? The
transformation of prisoners into urban guerrillas is dubious rehabili-
tation.
The press serves society. It, too, should be subject to the law. No

institution should be above the law.
3. The peace forces, such as the police, miist be strong enough to

cope with the urban guerrillas : This is not merely a mutter of providing
them with adequate physical weapons such as guns. They should also
be trained so that they can understand the appeal exercised by com-
munism and associated doctrines as well as the techniques used by the
communists and other revolutionaries. I would go so far as to advise that
police forces should be given a course in communist theory and
practice to arm them ideologically as well as physically. In order to
know what individuals and groups are likely to do, it is essential
to know their pattern of thinking and laws of operation. An educational
course should be designed to meet this specific need.
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THE LAW AND THE GOVERNMENT

Some will doubtless make the charge that by writing laws to re-
strict certain types of individual conduct and by strengthening the
police, we are embracing communist methods in order to fight com-
munism., While there is certainly a danger that this may happen, there
is no necessity that it must happen. One of the fundamental' differ^
ences between communisiyi and democracy is that in a communist
society the communist party is supreme while in a democracy, the
law is supreme.
Under communism, law is the servant of the government. In democ-

racy it is the master.
Communism teaches that a successful revolution must lead to the

establishment of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. Lenin defined
the dictatorship of the proletariat as "the rule, based on force and
unrestricted by law, of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie?'
The Communist Party administers the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat, therefore, /by definition, the law does not restrict the actions
of the^ communist party. It is above the law.

It is true that some time ago the Communist rulers of Russia
announced,that in the Soviet Union, the dictatorship of the proletariat
had been replaced by the state of all the people. However, this dif-
ference in terminology has not produced any difference in conduct.
The Communist Party continues to exercise absolute and final author-
ity within the Soviet Union and the law is a tool by which it exercises
this authority.
The role of the law is quite different in a free society. It' is- acknowl-

edged tl;at there are certain absolute values 0f Justice and- truth
which many believe derive from the being and nature of God* The
law is an expression of these values and the law limits the freedom of
activity of the government. There are certain things which the gov-
ernment must not do. Government, unrestrained by law, is tyranny.
The important thing is that restraints on individual liberty nec-

essary for the functioning of a free society should be specified by law
and not left to the arbitrary whim of some individual. This applies
whether that individual is president, policeman, professor, journalist
civil libertarian, or an urban guerrilla. All are susceptible -to restraint
by law. The responsibility for writing adequate laws is that of a freely
elected legislature operating under constitutional restraints.
Mr. Soxjrwine. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Dr. Schwarz. Thank you. ^
Senator Thurmond. Thank^ypti very much for a very interesting

presentation. The committee will stand in recess subject to the call
of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, subject
to the call of the Chair.]
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March 25, 1955
3817 Cumberland Avenu
Waco, Fe&as

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, XU 0.

Dear Sin _o
Br. Frederick 0. Schwarz, a native of Australia, has
Wen^peaki rig

r * o audiences throughout this state on

the dangers of the communist ~ menace . This man purports
to be a well-known psychiatrist and surgeon with
degrees from the University of Queensland., He claims
that he once served as a mathematics instructor and
has done considerable work as a lay preacher* Pre-
senting himself as a thorough student of communistic

4

philosophy,, he has contracted speaking engagements >jf
before civic and university groups. Press releases )t

bill him under the sponsorship of the 0hri^ ia2K^tl^
Communist League of Waterloo, Iowa* .^*rtA*e,

(

Will you kindly give me any information available
concerning this man*s credentials, the justifiability

of his claims, and the character of the organization
sponsoring him? If Dr.. Schwars is not what he purports

to be, people in thi$ area arc being defrauded to the

tune of one hundred dollars per lecture.

Any help that you maij be able to give me in this

connection will be greatly appreciated*

fs/ Eaywood R. Chuford, Jr«
Haywood R+ Shuford, Jr*

ERSimlb o
-

,
/

U a/



April 2* 2B5S

; rr. Paimood % Shuford* J>*
331? Cumberland Avenue
Tec a* Tezae

rear 3huf<*rd?

To^r letter tefed Jfarch 85^ 2955^ has teen
received*

Jlthoupk I appreciate the motives pro~jptin<y
your writing nes T yt&h to ^dttise that information in
F$I filer, in corficientiul end available for official
uee anltu I would like to point ant alee that thiB
Diire&u is strictly a fact**Catherine cjenoy and £ae$ not
nuke e*jaluati$nB or dm^ eonelmiona ac to the character
or integrity of a**?/ tncijidual or organisation*

1 know yoa will understand the re$so~ for
there rulee end mill not infer either th^t we do t>r th^t
&e do not have the information tjou Cesire*

/" Inoerelv uo rr^

Director

cc - Omaha, with no ~* 7
t of incoming*

/
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Christian

Anfi-Reds to

Locate Here
(

National headquarters of the

inewly-organized "Christian Anti-

Communism Crusadey^have been
established in^ater^/the organ-

ization's president announced
Thursday.

Dr. W. E. Pietsch of Cedar Falls,

national president, said the Cru-
sa^ has been incorporated under
the?jaws of Iowa and registered in

j
Black Hawk County.

J

Pr^me purpose of the organiza-

tion, according to Dr. Pietsch, is

to "get people to realize what
'Communism really is and to get

f!„3 people back to Arrferican^Hn-

cij.les of true Christianity."

Dr. Fred Schwartz, whose home
is in Australia, has been retained

as the Crusade's executive-director.

He is now in the United States

on a special permit, Dr. Pietsch

said, and will give a series of lec-

tures throughout the country.

Dr. Schwartz, who since lr ^8 has
made an exhaustive stildy o ^om-
munistic programs and aims, is

j

currently on a speaking tour in I

Indiana. He will be in Waterloo
in July.

The author of a recently pub

lished book, "The Heart and Mind is Leonard P
of Communism," Dr. Schwartz wasj attr»rnev
in Waterloo last year for p series' A

4 "

of talks on the "Perils of Cummu- A,tflK" 1 h r

nism." |Box 508, V-d^k

Haul
, ^ C hicago

Tana:

Named as a director and assist-

ant treasurer of the organization
was Robert Sackett of Waterloo.
Vce president and le>l Counsel

J
i

WATERLOO DAILY COURIER
WATERLOO, IOWA
6-11-53



Red-Fighter

Dr. Schwarz
WillBeHeTe

|

Sponsors Are Omaha
! Anti-Communists

^
Omahans urged to join na-

tional organization to pro-
test U.S. training of Yugo-
slav pilots. Story on Page 3.

Dr. Fred Schwarz, one of
the nation's foremost and
most effective fighters against
communism, will speak at a
mass rally in Omaha Novem-
ber 16. n

The executive director off
the Christian Anti-Communist

[

Crusade will appear at S p/niT
inther City Auditorium Music
Hall under the sponsohship
of £he Omaha Committee for

Schwarz Anti-Communist
Rally.

The committee is made up
of a group of Omahans seek-

ing to aid in the fight against

communism.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Wood,

5410 Seward Street, are co-

chairmen.
Dr. Schwarz, a native of

Australia and a physician who
now lives in Long Beach, Cal.,

is best known for his anti-

C om m u n i s t seminars and
schools.

He organized his lirst

school three years ago and
has since conducted sessions

in Houston, Chicago, Phila-

delphia, Miami, Phoenix, St.

Louis, San Diego and other

cities.

Last August he moved his

crjusade into the 16-thousand-

|
s|at Los Angeles Spof&
Afena. In five days he drew
an overflow crowd totaling

more than 100 thousand per-

sons.

Three companies sponsored

Schwarz . . . Schools,

local television broadcasts of

the rallies.

Although there were no
commercials, one of the spon-
sors, an oil company, received

some two thousand un-
solicited credit card applica-

tions attributed to the tele-

casts, the Omaha committee
said.

There will be no admission
charge November 16. Doors
to the Music Hall will open
at 7:15 p. m.

Other members of the spon-
soring committee are:

Mr. and Mrs. John A.
Rice, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Edwards, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Beem, Dr. and Mrs.
Robert Hawkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Anderson, Mr,
and Mrs. Paul McCollister,

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mc-
White, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Pedersen, Mr. and Mrsl
George Russell, Mr. and
£Trs. R. S. Krause, Mr. anC
'ivffrs. Robert Piper and Sis;

ter Elvira Persson of the

Jmrnanuel Deaconess In-

stitute.

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
11-3-61



—World-Herald Kioto.
Schwarz (left) hears Reagan . . . praise his work.

v

Rally Crowd
Is Fantastic'

Mancuso Opened Up
Two Other Rooms
"This is the greatest thing

we've ever had in this build-
ing. It's fantastic."

Expressing amazement at
the turnout for the Schwarz
Anti-Communism Rally was
City Auditorium Manager
Charles Mancuso.

"Never before," he de-j
clared, "has an audience over-

!

flowed from the Music Hall

'

to the Assembly Hall and|
from the Assembly Hall to
the Arena."

The crowds filled the Mu-
sic Hall by 7:30—15 minutes
after the dors opened.

3,000 in Arena

The doors to the adjoining
Assembly Hall were .opened.
By 7:45 p. m., all nine hun-
dred seats in the smaller room
^were occupied and, with
standees in the Music Hall,

the throng totaled about 35
^ hundred.

Mr. Mancuso opened the
Arena, where Boy Scouts of
the Covered Wagon Council
were setting up exhibits for
their Exposition, which opens
today.

Three thousand persons
took seats in the Arena.
Many others—between one

and two thousand, Mr. Man-
cuso estimated—left when
they could not get into the
Music Hall.

Over Public Address

Dr. Schwarz's speech and
other parts of the rally pro-
gram were piped from the
Music Hall over the public
address systems of the As-
sembly Hall and Arena,

And, just before tha rally
began, Dr. Schwarz visited
the Assembly Hall and spoke
to its occupants.

After the mass meeting he
went to the Arena and chatted
with meixibers of the audience
who hadmot departed.

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD
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j
Arrival Here

:
Was Delayed

Dr. Schwarz had- a hectic

time reaching Omaha.
*

* He^ Was snowed in at ®hi-

cag6 Wednesday night ana his

jetliner was more than an
hour late Thursday.

When it finally touched
down at Eppley Airfield at

12:15 p.m.—15 minutes after

Dr. Schwarz was to be at a
luncheon at the Sheraton-Fon-
tenelle Hotel—there was an-

other delay.

A small plane stalled on an
airport taxiway. The jet -wait-

ed while a tractor was sum-
moned to tow the plane away.
More than three hundred

persons, guests of business

man and former City Council

President A. V. Sorensen,

waited for Dr. Schwarz at the

hotel.

Actor Ronald Reagan, a

friend and co-worker in the

figlj-t against communism, \vas

preparing to speak in Dr.

Schwarz's place when the

\

ph3;sician arrived.

|
The actor gave a brief pre-

liminary talk instead. He told

how Communists infiltrated

and nearly took over the mo-
tion picture industry.
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7,000 Hear
T7 I i

warz

on Anti-Communism
He Promises

fo"Bring Hi$*

School Her!

Turnout 'Amazing'
to Fighter of Reds
Other stories, pictures on

Pages 8 and 40.

By Howard Silber

Omaha and the Midlands
gave overwhelming and un-
precedented Support Thurs-
day night to Dr, Frederick
C. Schwarz ajid his crusade
agamst communism.
More than seven thousand

persons crowded into three
rooms of the City Auditorium
to hear the warm, dynamic,
polished fighter of the Red

l menace.
1 Auditorium Man ager
Charles Mancuso said more
than one thousand others left

when they were unable to get
into the Music Hall, central
point of the Anti-Communism
Rally.

j

Dr. Schwarz described thS
i tuy -out as "one of the great-
ep/grguments against commu-
nism we can have.

"This crowd is amazing and
unique in my experience for a
first visit to any city," he de-
clared.

Probably in May
He promised the crowd to

brung his Anti-Communism

j

Scl *\ol to Omaha. \
I

"Your group—the Commit-
ted for the Schwarz Ajteti-
Communism -Rally—has tasked
me to bring it here. After to-
night, how can I refuse?"
asked the Australian physician
who has gained fame' for
diagnosing communism.

After the rally he told The
World-Herald he hopes to con-
duct the five-day seminar here
in May—"just before we in-
vade the East and go into
Madison Square Garden."

'Conquest Imminent'

With the deft skill of the
surgeon he is, Dr. Schwarz
exposed the anatomy of com-
munism and made his prog-
nosis:

"The Communist conquest
is .imminent. The impossible
will happen. A Communist
dictator will rule the earth.
"We're not talking about

hundreds of years hence. We
are talking about the imme-
diate life span of every one
here."

The Communists will em-
ploy "encirclement and de-
moralization" and will not
need a thermonuclear war^Dr.
'S.'hwarz declared. \

"They will build up tension
to the cracking point. They
pill let the horror of thermo-
nuclear devastation hover
over mankind.

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD
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"Then they will relax and
get the little bit they want,"
he said.

% Salami Technique \

"It's the salami technique
—slice it thin, slice it often.

Arnd each little slice hel^H tip

the balance in their favor,"

This is the explanation for

the current Berlin crisis, Dr.

Schwarz stated.

"The program is not the de-

struction of America in a
thermonuclear war. The Com-
munists are convinced the
salami technique will get it

intact.

"And the program is not the

conversion of Americans to

communism,5
' he declared.

>"They don't need every onje

to turrr Communist. They
f

need for young Americans tfj

believe no value is so gre'I

tfiat it merits death—yo\hr
country doesn't merit death,

your freedom doesn't merit

Heath, your religious faith

doesn't merit death.

'Choice Is Surrender?'

*
<J,fhe final choice, given

America will be surrender or

death.
fe

'The Communists are ^r-
tain it will be surrender."

Dr. Schwarz said commu-
nism's major encirclement

weapons are numerical
strength, military strength,

economical strength,, educa-
tional achievements and psy-
chological warfare.

"When Nikita Khrushchev
said the Soviet Union "would
bury us," he was referring to

the economic war, said DrN
Schwarz.

He told of how Russia'^

state monopoly with its abil-

ity to operate at a loss when
necessary has "smashed the

world's oil market" by selling

at two-thirds of the world
price.

How They'll Bury Us
The results of the economic

war "are mathematically pre-

dictable," said
t
Dr. Schwarz.

"As it is now being fought,

Russia will bury us."

"Language and education

have become powerful Com-
munist weapons," Dr. Schwarz
toI& the throng.

"We are faced with con-

quest via technicians.

' "We don't have enough peo-

jple who can speak the lan-
1 guages of the needy parts of

! the world. The Communists
do. They have been training

them for years," he declared.

On the psychological front,

Dr. Schwarz continued, "the

very name 'America' is be-

coming a cussword around the

world. Half the people don't

know American imperialism is

two words."

End of Whole Class

W&en the Communists tq-ke

over -fee United States, thiy
will feliminate the bourgeoi-

sie e?ass, "which is very con-

siderable in this country."
*

"There will be none of the ;

outside pressures and re-

straints. As a result, well
Jfcave the greatest planned ex-

termination mankind has ever
sjen " said Dr. Schwarz.

KTo fight communism, H
s^id, "we need a depth of un- <

c'orstanding of it we havenVP
got now.
"The most encouraging

thing today is the clarion cry
going up from every segment

,

of America:
" 'Please teach us the nature

of communism so we can de-

velop programs against it.'

"

It Must Be Taught
Dr. Schwarz said "the first

basic necessity is that com-
munism be taught in the
schools.

"But I don't think it should
be taught with an open mind.
I don't think we should teach
the good points.

"They say snake venom has
a high protein content. So the
next time you are bitten by a
snake, forget you are going
to die in half an hour and coi^
template the nutritional vaK*
ue " Dr. Schwarz quipped.

The "so-called good points/'

he declared, "are the bait on
the hook of monopoly, tyran-
ny, insanity and enslavement.
"Communism -is evil and

should be taught within that

framework," he said.

Urges Institute
1 He recommended also the
establishment of an "Anti-

communism Institute for this

country and the world."
The cost, he estimated,

would be about one million

dollars.

The Christian Anti-Commu-
nism Crusade, of which Dr.
Schwarz is president, has
raised about 250 thousand
dollars, he said.

Dr. Schwarz ended his talk

with a request for contribu-
tions. Half the money donat-
ed, he pledged, will go to the,

Anti-Communism Institute c-

his organization. The v>
mainder will remain in Onvf
ha to help finance the se^*'

par next spring.

The collection was take?-

by members of the sponsor-
ing committee. The group is

it aded by Mr. and Mrs. Tru-
man Wood.
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Cqllege Debate With a Red
Started Schwarz s Mission
h college debate started

Br. Frederick C. Schwar^ on
his miiibion against com-
munism.

It was at the University
of Queensland in his native

Australia in 1940.

Dr. Schwarz engaged Max
Julius, now a leading Aus-
tralian Communist, in de-

bate.

His interest in commu-
nism increased as a result

of the.meeting and he made
an intensive study of Com-
munist* texts.

He has continued to de-

bate Communists. One of
his recent opponents was
Otis Archer Hood, chairman
of the Communist Party of
Massachusetts.
And Dr. Schwarz has re-

peatedly challenged Com-
munist leaders to open de-
bate on any aspect of their

philosophy and program.
Dr. Schwarz had been a

<£ftiy$ician six years when he
left Australia in 1950 and
\oured the United States
^id Europe lecturing on
'communism.

His speaking tours more
recently have taken him to

u India, the Philippines, For-

Ij^mosa and Japan.

In 1953 he participated in

formation of the Chrigtfan

Anti-Communism Crusade.

He closed his medical prac-

tice in Sydney in 1955 to

devote full time to the fight

against communism by ex-

posing its false ideology

and the techniques of its

program of conquest by de-

ception.

He is now president of

the Christian Anti-Commu-
nisnT Crusade, In that posi-

tion he conaacts anti-com-

munism seminars—for edu-

cators, clergymen, military

personnel and citizens.

High Schoolers

Prepare Reports

Hundreds of high school

students attended the rally

and took notes for class re-

ports. Typical were Edith

Renne, 5711 North Twenty-
seventh Street, and Susie

Talmadge, 3030 McKinley
Street, North High sopho-

mores. «

"Our world history

teacher told us about Vhe

rally," Edith explained.

"She thought it would be a

good idea for the whole
class to hear the lecture."
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Iowa at Root
*of Crusading

Schwarz 1st Spoke on

Reds at Waterloo

The Christian Anti-Commu-
nism Crusade, which drew
more than seven thousand to

an Omaha rally Thursday

night, has its roots firmly
t

Crusade to Long Beach—aft-
planted in the Midwest. -

The organization was born
in Waterloo, la. It is an Iowa

"I traveled and he remained
f(i

t Waterloo. I addressed any
group that would hear me.
IWfrst were in the Midwest

j

^*>Our organization was vbry

j

js hi a 1 1 at first. But it *ias

I'grown.

(
"Jirn Colbert (the Rev,,J.D.

I Colbert), who was director of

|

the Youth for Christ Organi-
zation in Long Beach, Cal.>

started to work with me, set-

ting up meetings and helping

in other ways,

"In' 1956, we moved the

corporation. And one of its

directors is a Waterloo busi-

ness man.

er all, it is the West Coast
capital of Iowa.

Doubled Each Year

"Since then we've about
doubled our growth each year.

We are doing a little better

Dr. Frederick C. Schwarz, 1
than that now«

Crusade president, told Satur-

day of the history of the or-

ganization:

"I was on a speaking trip

\ in 1952. I appeared in Water-
loo and talked on commu-
nism—when the theory was
practically unknown to the
*g&heral public.

j
Asked to Appear ^

A ^An old preacher, Dr.
¥W.

E.vPietsch, asked me"t5"ap"-
pear^on nis radio program,
which was broadcast between
11 at night and midnight over

a Waterloo radio station,

KXEL. T gave a series of

talks.

"Dr. Pietsch promised to

send a digest of my talks to

any one who would write in.

"The response, while not
overwhelming, was substan-

tial enough to prompt me to

write my pamphlet, 'The

Heart, Mind and Soul of Com- ^orida city".

munism.' ^ *

"Dr. Pietsch distributed the

pamphlet.

"He suggested that I return

to Waterloo and form an or-

ganization to fight commu-
nism.

Organized in 1953 ^

*I did and, in 1953, w(} in-

corporated the C r u s a d^e in

Waterloo. Dr. Pietsch was
president and I was executive

director.

"Last year our income was
382 thousand dollars. I am
confident that it will be a
million dollars this year.

"I became president two
years ago when Dr. Pietsch

died and Jim Colbert became
vice-president.

"One of ouAcharter direc-

tors, gobert^Ejgackett^ who
operates "a^at&lo^printing
company, is a memoer of the

board." %

Philadelphia Talks

Next for Dr f Schwarz
Dr. Schwarz left Omaha

Saturday afternoon.
(

He flew to Philadelphia,

where he is to speak* this

week.

ifom there, he said, he will

go to Birmingham, Ala., c*nd

to St. Petersburg, Fla. He is

to conduct a five-day afiti-

communism school in the

. _ /
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Christian Nature Key
* to Anti-Red Crusade*
3Dr. Frederick C. Schwartz

explained Saturday "the
Christian nature" of the or-
ganization he heads, the
Christian A n t i - Communism
Crusade.

"This is the key to the

j

whole program—and the most
! difficult point to get across,"

j
he said.

' The Crusade is essentially a
P r o t e s tant organization, he
said.* But persons of other
faiths help support it.

This is in contrast to the or-
ganization of the Anti-Com-
munism Schools. These are
^jonsored by 1 o c a 1 commit-
tees^made up of Protestants,
Catholics and Jews, Dr.
Schwarz said.

Committees Are Temporary
The sponsoring committees

are dissolved at the end of the
five-day school sessions, he
explained.

Patrick Frawley, chairman
of the Schick and Technicolor
Corporations and a Catholic,

\
was chairman of the big Anti-
Communism School in Los
"Angeles, said Dr. Schwarz.

The publicity chairman, Ed
Ettinger, executive vice-presi-

,
dent of Technicolor, is Jewish,-
Dr. Schwarz pointed out. "We
haven't got a better man," he
added.

The Crusade "persuaded
Catholics it is much better for
them to have their own organ-
ization," he said. As a result,
he continued, "we inspired the
formation of the Cardinal
Mandszenty Foundation,
v&ich has headquarters in St.
L&nis.

< f Jewish Group Sought
*(We are ready to help

1 Jewish people form a similar
(organization.

"And we make no attempt
to keep Catholics or Jews
from working with us and
supporting our efforts," . he
said.

Why not one organization
for persons of the three reli-

gions?

Dr. Schwarz replied:

"If free man is to sacrifice,

he must have a motive for so
doing. The battle against
communism demands sus-
tained sacriiice, which "re-
quires sustained motivation^
"We are proud of our Chris-

tian motivation. We adhere io
it with love in our hearts for
all.

Slogan Is Given

"We acknowle&ge the gfeat
Jewish heritage and the con %

tribution it has made to mar& 1

kind. We believe it has many
future contributions to ntak?

J*

"It would be a tragedy $ "*

annihilate both the Christian
and Jewish motivation in a
neutralizing unity.

"Our slogan must be, 'Util-

ize, don't neutralize.' .

"We continue to emphasize
our Christian convictions
while we encourage others to
express the dominant convic-
tion of their hearts and minds.

"In this manner the anti-
Communist forces may oper-
ate as a team without self-

destruction."

'Service Organization'

Dr. Schwarz said arl ex-
ample of "this sort of team-
work" is the Ariti^Comnymlsm
School, which is spoAfeored
on a non-sectarian basis.

The Crusade is "merely the
service organization" for the
school, he said.

The approach, he declared,

"has been very effective/' >
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IVJan Arrives*

to Aid School

Helped With Schwarz

Session in South
An experienced pla-tutier

joined Tuesday irv^prepara-
tions for the Mid\felt SchiQaL
of Anti^ginmi^^^^to" be
fielcl at the City Audjtorium
Music Hall May 7-ll.f

Shreveport,
vEa7 wpfirhelped

organize a Shreveport session

of the Dr. Frederick Schwarz
anti-communism training.

Mr. Wood flew into Omaha
to join Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Wood in setting up the five-

day schedule.

"It was terrific," he said,

describing the Shreveport
school.

Office Opened
Local backers opened an of-

fice for the distribution of^session began,

material shortly after the
Schwarz school closed in

Shreveport, Mr. Wood said.

"The demand was immedi-
ate and sustained. We haven't
been able to close up. People
wanted lectures, films, litera-

ture—we decided to form a
permanent organization to

^arry on the work." r

fT Omaha's school probaMy
;will follow the usual pattern,

Jjfar. Wood said. *

\y There are three sessions a
day, usually at*9 a. m., 2 p. m.
and 7:30 p. m.

The morning period opens
'*ith a film, usually a docu-
mentary on the menace and
spread of communism. ThiSf
followed by a lecture or ty$
by staff members of the

Schwarz school.

Banquet and Rally

There are two lectures in

the evening.

The five days of training

are capped by a banquet and
rally.

At Shreveport the Schwarz
school was opened by a youth
rally with the co-operation of

the public schools, Mr. Wood
said.

"We thought it was tre-

mendous. All the juniors and
seniors came to the Youth
Stadium. We had nine thou-

sand white students in the

morning and seven thousand
colored students in the afer-
nW" r

\ He described the youths as

"attentive." Many broi^ght

th&ir own bands and played
patriotic music before the'
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM DATE; l/l6/62

TO : ALL AGENTS

PROM : SAC j OMAHA

SUBJECT: SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

Numerous telephonic , written and personal inquiries
are made of this office and numerous RAs as to the legitimacy'
of various organizations and individuals. An example is inquiry-
relating to Dr. FREDERICK C . SCHWARZ* and his Christian Anti-
Qommunist Crusade^ who appeared in Omaha in November s 1961*
and who is scheduled to conduct a seminar in Omaha in May, 1962,

" SAs are cautioned to be most circumspect in handling
these inquiries and follow Bureau instructions in this regard.
You shoiald inform the inquirer that the FBI is strictly an
investigative agency and the jurisdiction attd responsibility of
the ^BI does not extend to furnishing evaluations, characterizations s

or cbD&mehts concerning the character or integrity of any
individual, organization, or publication.

For your information, in a recent letter to this
office it was pointed out the Bureau is most circumspect with
regard to Dr, SCHWARZ because of the endeavors of his group to
capitalize ofc the FBI's accomplishment** in the Internal Security
field, iii Connection with their attempts to promote their own
organization ahd publications.

Neither Dr. SCHWARZ nor the Christian Anti-Communist
Crusade has been investigated by the FBI; however, should the
question arise you should inform any inquirer that neither the
Director nor the FBI has ever given an endorsement to Dr. SCHWAR&
or his organization.

RAs receiving letters of inquiry of this nature are
requested to rough draft the necessary answer to these inquiries
and immediately forward to the Omaha Office so there will be no
delay in acknowledging receipt of such communications

.

SAC
ASAC
OM 100-00 *

Each SA
OM 100-6605
smrh



Reds Target

Of Crusader
. Dr. Frederick^Schwarz. an

Australian-born anti-Communist

crusader, will speak at 7:30

p.m. Thursday at the home of

Mr. and Mrs. DonaldfLamp, 115

Ginger Grove RoadfValley.
Schwarz is \ /ounder and

president of me\Christian AniL,
Crimmonism Crusade, head-

quartered in Long Beach, Calif,
j

A publicity release said he

will speak on ' * r a d i c a 1

professors who are protected by

tenure and use the colleges as

sanctuaries to advance their

program for the violent
overthrow of the United States."

He spoke-on a similar topic in

Omaha last May and has spoken

several other times in Omaha
the last 10 years.

The notice said Schwarz will

discuss Herbert Marcus e,

philosophy professor at the

University of California at San
Diego, and Angela Davis, a Com-
munist and a UCLA philosophy

instructor until she was 'fired

last month by the University of

California Board of Regents.

The Schwarz speech is open to

the public at no charge, Mrs.

Lamp said.

^jJ^xL<S^ ^*^^^^
10 o-tebGo

2
Omaha World-Herald
Omaha, Nebraska
7-11J.-70
Sunrise



P. O. BOX 890

124 E. FIRST ST

LONG BEACH, CALIF. 90801

HEmlock 7-0941

Dear Sir:

Enclosed is a document containing testimony on Urban Guerrilla Warfare

published by the Internal Security Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary

Committee,

i This testimony discusses:

{
; 1, The doctrines that recruit urban guerrillas.

2. Urban guerrilla activities and objectives.

3. The roles played by students, prisoners and veterans.

A. The assistance given to urban guerrillas by the news media

and certain judicial verdicts.

5. The relationship of communism and fascism to the urban

guerrillas.

6. Effective counter measures.

I hope you will find this document useful in your work. If you wish additional copies,

we will be glad to provide them without charge.

Sincerely,

FCS/sl

End.


